Reducing the network complexity has been a major research focus in recent years with the advent of mobile technology. Convolutional Neural Networks that perform various vision tasks without memory overhaul are the need of the hour. This paper focuses on qualitative and quantitative analysis of reducing the network complexity using an upper bound on Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension, pruning and quantization. We observe a general trend in improvement of accuracies as we quantize the models. We propose a novel loss function that helps in achieving considerable sparsity at comparable accuracies to that of dense models. We compare various regularizations prevalent in the literature and show the superiority of our method in achieving sparser models that generalize well.
Introduction
Deep Neural Networks have been very successful in variegation of tasks. They have been applied to Image classification [22, 13, 34] , Text analytics [29, 15] , Handwriting generation [8] , Image Captioning [20] , Automatic Game playing [28, 33] , Speech Recognition [12] , Machine translation [4, 39] and many others. Bengio et al. [23] and Schmidhuber [32] provides an extensive review of deep learning and its applications. The representational power of a neural network increases with its depth as is evident from the architectures like Highway Networks [37] (32 layers and 1.25M parameters) and ResNet [14] (110 layers has 1.7M parameters). Such large number of weights presents a challenge in terms of storage capacity, memory bandwidth and representational redundancy. For example, widely used models like AlexNet Caffemodel is over 200MB, and the VGG-16 Caffemodel is over 500MB. With advent of mobile technologies and IoT devices the need for faster and accurate computing has arisen. Sparse matrix multiplications and convolutions are a lot faster than their dense counterparts. Furthermore, a sparse model with few parameters gain advantage in terms of better generalization ability thereby preventing overfitting. Effect of various regularizers (L 0 , L 1 andL 2 ) on CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) are studied in [6] . In this paper we introduce a novel loss function to achieve sparsity by minimizing a convex upper bound on Vapnik-Chervonenkis (VC) dimension. We first derive an upper bound on the VC dimension of the classifier layer of a neural network, and then apply this bound on the intermediate layers in the neural networks, in conjunction with the weight-decay (L 2 and L 1 norms) regularization bound. This result provides us with a novel error functional to optimize over with backpropagation for training neural network architectures, modified from the traditional learning rules.
This learning rule adapts the model weights to minimize both empirical error on training data as well as the VC dimesion of the neural network. With the inclusion of a term minimizing the VC dimension, we aim to achieve sparser neural networks, which allow us to remove a large number of synapses and neurons without any penalty on empirical performance.
Finally, we demonstrate the consistent effectiveness of the learning rule across a variety of learning algorithms on various datasets across learning task domains. We see that the data dependent rule promotes higher test set accuracies, faster convergence and achieves smaller models across various architectures such as Feedforward (Fully Connected) Neural Networks (FNNs) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) confirming our hypothesis that the algorithm indeed controls model complexity, while improving generalization performance.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows -in Section 2 we provide a brief overview of the recent relevant work in complexity control and generalization in deep neural networks, and in Section 3 we provide the derivation for our learning rule, and proof for theoretical bounds. Section 4 describes the effect of quantization on VC dimension bound of the network. In the subsequent section 5 we describe our experimental setup and methodology, along with qualitative and quantitative analyses of our experiments.
Related Works
Compression of deep nets have been widely studied. Network pruning and quantization are the methods of choice. Researchers have used weights and neuronal removal to instigate sparsity. [11] used iterative deletion of weights and neurons to achieve sparsity. [43, 31] used group sparse regularization on weights to incorporate sparsity. [38] used iterative sparsification based on neural correlations. [26] used optimal brain damage to enforce sparsity. [35] removed redundant neurons based on saliancy of two weight sets. [42] used second order Taylor information to prune neurons. [2] pruned the net using sparse matrix transformation keeping the layer input and output close to the original unpruned model. [36] used a bimodal regularizer to enforce sparsity and [3] merged two neurons with high correlations. A rich body of literature exist on quantizing the models as well. [10] build their model on top of their earlier model, by adding quantization and Huffman coding. [25] used weight binarization and quantizing the learned representations in each layers to achieve the same. In their work [30] binarized both weights and inputs to the convolutional layers. [27] proposed cluster based quantization method to convert pre-trained full precision weights to ternary weights with minimal loss in accuracy.
[17] quantized weights, activations and incorporated quantized gradients with 6 bits in their training.
Sparsifying Neural Networks through Pruning
In this section we derive an upper bound on the VC dimension γ. This proof is an extension of the one in [18] . Vapnik [41] showed that the VC dimension γ for fat margin hyperplane classifiers with margin d ≥ d min satisfies
Let us consider a dataset X ∈ M ×n with M samples and n features. The individual samples are denoted by x i ∈ n . where R denotes the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing all the training samples. We first consider the case of a linearly separable dataset. By definition, there exists a hyperplane w T x+b = 0, parameterized by w ∈ n and a bias term b with positive margin d that can classify these points with zero error. We can always choose a value d min < d; for all further discussion we assume that this is the case. The samples are assumed to be in a high dimension; this assumption is reasonable because the samples inherently have a large number of features and are thus linearly separable, owing to Cover's theorem [7] , or they have been transformed from the input space to a high dimensional space by using a nonlinear transformation. The case when the samples are linearly separable and in a small dimension is not interesting as these are of a trivial nature. Thus we have,
Let us consider the problem of minimizing the fraction as minimizing the upper bound on VC dimension.
Since, both the numerator and denominator are positive quantities with d min > 0 and d min < d, we can alternatively write (3) as:
We simplify the value of the fraction R d , to attain a tractable convex bound in term of the weights of network.
Without proper scaling of w and b, we can write the minimum value of distance of correctly classified point to be 1.
Using (7), we convert (6) to the following optimization problem.
Since, for two numbers A and B, the following inequality holds:
Applying the inequality (9) to (8), we achieve the following upper bound on the fraction
For a separating hyperplane w T x i + b that passes through the data, the maximum distance of the point from the plane, is greater than the maximum radius of the data. Thus we can extend the bound on radius of dataset as:
Using the bound derived in (11), we can write (10) as:
For positive numbers a i , i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, the following inequality holds,
Using (13) in (12), we have the following bound
Finally, we arrive at the convex and differentiable version of the bound on VC dimension, that can be minimized using stochastic gradient descent and can used in conjugation with various architectures. The following bound acts as a data dependent regularizer when used alongside the loss function minimization. Here we present the effectiveness of the bound for reducing the number of connections of the network.
A bound on Neural network
We now use the bound (15) in the context of a multilayer feedforward neural network. Consider a neural with multiple hidden layers for the problem of multiclass classification with K classes. Let the number of neurons in the penultimate layer be denoted by l, and let their outputs be denoted by z 1 , z 2 , . . . , z l ; let the corresponding connecting weights for the classifier layer be denoted by w ci ∈ K , ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , l} respectively. One may view the outputs of this layer as a map from the input x to φ(x), i.e. z = φ(x). The biases of at the output are denoted by b ci ∈ ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , K}. The j th score for i th input pattern at the output is given by net
For the purposes of this paper, we use multiclass hinge loss following the works of Tang et al., [40] , where the authors state superiority of hinge loss over softmax loss. Thus applying the bound (15) on the classification layer of neural network, lead us to the following optimization problem:
Application of the bound on hidden layers
The great advantage with this bound is its ability to be applied to pre-activations in the net across all the layers. When applied to the pre-activations in a net, it is interpreted as a L 2 regularizer. It forces pre-activations to be close to zero. For ReLu activation functions max(0, x), our data dependent regularizer forces the pre-activations for each layer to be close to zero. Thus, it in turn enforces sparsity at neuronal levels in the intermediate layers. In principle, during back-propagation this tantamount to solving a least squares problem for each neuron where the targets are all 0. Consider a feedforward architecture with P hidden layers. For an intermediate layer h, the let the activations of the layer h − 1 with l h−1 neurons be
. . , l h } be the weights of the layer h going from h − 1 to h and b hi be the set of biases. Let us assume that the targets for each sample for each pre-activations a hi ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , l h } is 0. Hence, the application of (15) on pre-activations with ReLu activation function, is equivalent to the following minimization problem.
With the application of VC bound (17) to all the layers, the final minimization problem can be derived from (16) as:
4. Trade-off between margin and error: Role of quantization
Consider a binary classification problem with M samples where i th sample is denoted as x i ∈ n and its corresponding label is represented as y i ∈ {−1, 1}. Let us define a fat margin hyperplane classifier denoted by n j=1 (w j x j ) + b = 0 where, w j ∈ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , n} be the weights and b ∈ be the bias term. Let w Q j be the quantized weights and b Q be the quantized bias term. Without loss of generality, we can consider hyperplanes passing through the origin. To see that this is possible, we augment the co-ordinates of all samples with an additional dimension or feature whose value is always 1, i.e. the samples are given byx i ← {x i ; 1}, i = 1, 2, . . . , M ; also, we assume that the weight vector is (n + 1)-dimensional, i.e. u ← {w; b}. Thus, the classifier then becomes Proof. Given a set of linearly separable data points and the two fat margin classifiers, former with full precision and latter with quantized set of weights. If the predicted label for each data point assigned by each individual classifiers is the same, which implies that the two classifiers have same accuracies, then the differences in the scores for each sample multiplied by its individual class should be positive.
where,
It can be easily shown that (19) is true if,
The condition (21) , translates to the fact that we assign smaller number mantissa bits to the weights or during reduction in fraction bits |u Q j | is smaller than |u j |. The argument for this condition comes from the fact that if (21) holds then the sign of ∆u j remains the same as that of u j or u Q j . Now since quantization does not allow flipping of signs of each individual bits, (21) allows for the same sign of the sum given by eq. (19). This implies,
From, eq. (15) where we define Γ = C u
2 , analogous to it, the quantized counterpart can be defined as
2 . Now, using eq. (22) and eq. (23), we have,
Thus by introducing the quantization, one can reduce the complexity of the classifier. This is also evident from the fact that the size of hypothesis class H reduces as the precision is reduced.
Empirical Analysis and Observations
We determine the effectiveness of network pruning and quantization on various network architectures like Convolutional Neural networks (CNNs) and fully-connected neural (FNN) nets using various data independent regularizers such as L1 norm and L2 norm on weights and dropout and the proposed data dependent regularizer (15).
Setup and Notation
All our experiments are run on a GPU cluster with NVIDIA Tesla K40 GPUs, and implementations were done using the assistance of the Caffe [19] library for CNNs, while the experiments for FNNs were done using Tensorflow [1] and quantization of FNNs was implemented using Matlab [9] . Hyperparamter settings: The two main hyperparameters in our experiments are C and D, which are described in section 3. The two hyperparameters were tuned in the range of 
Network Pruning
To analyse the efficacy of our regularizer in attaining sparsity we perform pruning of the network after training has finished. Firstly, we select a minimum weight threshold of 1e − 03. Then, we calculate the absolute value of weights in each layer, subsequently we divide the difference between maximum value of weights in each layer and the minimum threshold value into 50 (for FNNs) or 100 (for CNNs) steps. In the last step, we loop over these 50 steps and prune the weights whose absolute magnitude is below the step value.
CNNs: Datasets
Our first set of experiments are performed on image classification task using CNNs. Table ( 2) describes the standard image classification dataset used in the pruning and quantization experiments. 
CNNs: Experiments
We studied the effect of pruning and quantization on two architectures of CNNs, namely Caffe quicknet [19] and Caffe implementation of densly connected convolutional nets [16] with 40 layers. We study various regularization and found that data dependent regularization achieves maximum sparsity, thus maximum compression ratio when compared to its contemporary regularizations. Table 3 shows the compression ratio achieved when we prune the trained model. L 2 weight regularization achieves the best compression followed by our data dependent regularizer, whereas table 4 shows the accuracies, our data dependent regularizer reaches the best accuracy in the pool, keeping up the sparsity. We compare the effect of pruning and quantization on various regularizers visually using 2 dimensional tSNE plots of the final layer of densely connected CNNs. Figure (2) describes the results. Here we observe that data dependent regularizer allows forming of compact clusters thus achieving better generalizations for Cifar 10 dataset. The plots for pruned and quantized networks are visually similar, yet on closer inspection one finds that some of the clusters like Automobile, Horse, Cat and Airplane gets better clusters in terms of compactness and better separability than their unpruned and un-quantized counterparts. Table 5 shows the accuracies of Cifar10 before and after pruning and quantization on densely connected CNNs [16] . We observe that our regularization performs equally well when used in conjugation with dropout and L 2 weight regularizer. Figure 1 shows the accuracies of various algorithms with the total number of bits after we perform the first round of pruning. We see that our regularizer has the best set of accuracies (H +W + LCL) among all the algorithms and is quite robust to the changes in the total number of bits.
Similar results were obtained for Cifar100 and MNIST datasets. Results of which can be found in supplementary section. 
FNNs: Datasets
We use 10 datasets from LIBSVM website [5] , to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method when compared to other methods. The datasets vary in the number of features, classes, and training set sizes thus covering a wide variety of applications of neural networks.
FNNs: Experiments
In these set of experiments we show the individual effect of pruning and quantization on a wide range of regularizers prevalent in the neural network domain. We also test the efficacy of our regularizer in achieving sparsity across various neural network sizes ranging from 1 hidden layer to 3 hidden layers. The number neurons in each layer was set to 50. Tables (6) (7) (8) shows the accuracy obtained for the datasets in case of unpruned and pruned network. We vary the number of hidden layers from 1 to 3 and evaluate the test set accuracies. We find that for 1 hidden layer FNN, L 1 weight regularization and L 1 regularization with data dependent term have the highest accuracies for 7 out of 10 datasets, whereas for pruned network L 1 regularization has the best performance. Similar observations can be made about networks with two and three hidden layers, where L 1 regularization has the best performances in terms of accuracies. Tables (10) - (12) demonstrates the compression ratio r for individual networks. We observe that the regularizers with data dependent term outperforms in 9 out of 10 for network with 1 hidden layer, 7 out of 10 in networks with two Tables (10)- (12) exhibits the compression ratio achieved by various regularizers. Here the compression ratio is defined as r = total number of non-zero weights before pruning total number of non-zero weights after pruning .
FNN:Quantization
Figures 3 shows effect of quantization on the generalization abilities of neural networks. We performed quantization on the trained network. We show the accuracy, margin computed as 2 w 2 and loss for multiple regularizers as the total number of bits are varied from 16 to 2. For every value of total number of bits, the number of fraction bits were varied from 3 to 15 and the number which amounted to best test set accuracies was selected . We observe that for 1 hidden layer network, the L 1 regularizer with data dependent term despite having the highest accuracy to start with, is the least robust as it tapers of quickly with decrease in total number of bits, whereas, L 2 regularizer based on minimization of VC bound is the most robust. For other networks our proposed data dependent regularizer has comparable performances to other regularizers. One peculiar observation in the figures 3 is that, we observe a peak in a accuracy at a certain bit value. One possible explanation can be attributed to the fact that quantization noise may allow the network to reach a better minima thus achieving higher accuracies than their full precision counterpart.
Conclusion and Discussion
This paper attempts to extend the ideas of minimal complexity machines [18] and learn the weights of a neural network by minimizing the empirical error and an upper bound on the VC dimension. However, an added advantage of using such bound, is in terms of reduction in model complexity. We observe that pruning and then quantizing the models helps to achieve comparable or better sparsity in terms of weights and allows for better generalization abilities.
We proposed a theoretical framework to reduce the model complexity of neural networks and then ran multiple experiments on various benchmark datasets. These benchmarks offer a diversity in terms of the number of samples and number of features. The results incontrovertibly demonstrate that the our data dependent regularizer generalize better than conventional CNNs and FNNs.
The approach presented in the paper is generic, and can be adapted to many other settings and architectures. In our experiments we use a global hyperparameter for data dependent term, which can be further improved by using multiple hyperparameters for individual layers. Here we see that even on decreasing the number of total number of bits (applying brute force to determine the number of fraction bits using 1% error tolerance), the accuracy does not significantly decrease even if total number of bits are as close to 4. In a peculiar observation, we see that for all the cases, at some value of total number of bits, the accuracy increases slightly compared to full precision. This value is different for different regularizers.
